GridX Overview

Customers & Partners

- Monterey Bay Community Power
- PG&E
- SMUD
- aps
- Southern California Edison
- PSEG Long Island

- Big Data Billing, Settlement & Billing Analytics Application
- Data Manager for MBCP
- Currently Managing Interval Data for >12M Smart Meters
Why do we need to talk about Big Data?

Meter Data

- Analog Meter
- Smart Meter (Res)
- Smart Meter (Res) + Solar
- Smart Meter (C&I)
- Smart Meter (C&I) + Solar
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Interval Data is at the Center of Your Most Critical Business Processes!

How to analyze and optimize revenue?

How to design rates to achieve policy and financial goals?

How to bill for complex rates?

How to settle with CAISO?

How to accurately forecast Day Ahead Load?

How to answer customer rate and bill related questions quickly and effectively?

What rates are best for your customers?

How to market new Programs to customers?